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About This Game

The gameplay in Toki Tori is a blend of two genres. While it looks like a platform game, it's a puzzle game at heart. To progress
through the game, the player must pick up each egg in a level using a set number of tools. Players will have to look and plan
ahead carefully while using items such as the Telewarp, Freeze-o-Matic and InstantRock™. Additional tools are gradually

introduced as the player progresses through the game's 80+ levels covering four unique worlds.

A wide variety of items and weapons

80 levels spread over 4 large worlds

Dozens of hours of gameplay

For all ages - accessible and hard levels available
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Catchy music and sound effects

Steam Achievements

Full screen HD graphics

Shader effects

5.1 Surround Soundtrack

Controls designed for mouse, keyboard as well as joypad
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Title: Toki Tori
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Two Tribes
Publisher:
Two Tribes Publishing
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2010

 a09c17d780 

English,Dutch,French,German,Italian
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In theory a good game. But it crashes as soon as you try to dress and scratch players.
Need a couple of updates.. The surpressor's pretty nice, explodes and has AP ammo.. Seems a bit expensive on first glance, and
honestly is (even on sale), but these are not just the game files, they put some extra effort into it and it is worth it because the
soundtrack is just so damn good, and catchy.. This is a truly beautiful game. At first, I was angered by how long I was sitting on
the loading screen for, but then I realized that there is actually no game, just a loading screen. Which makes sense, considering
the game's size.

Amazing loading screen, 10\/10. Well, that's a flash game at steam, very atmospheric, kind of depressing but still interesting to
play and explore.

+Very nice voice work - I like that girl actor voice, it brings that charm to the game.
+A lot of things to explore - multiple endings at each level, a lot of hidden stuff to explore
+Unusual game - unusual controls you have to discover, confusing stuff happening around you. Pretty interesting.
+Cant say it's too short or too long - 2 hours is enough to complete the whole game unless you stuck with finding last parts, well
then google is your friend.
-Kinda depressing, well you were informed.
-Flash game problems - doesn't support steam cloud - if you delete the game, after some years you will have to unlock
everything all over again
-No steam cards or achievements

Got this game years ago in some bundle, well its a great buy if this will be put on discount.. They cut out chapter 0: The
Prologue and made it a DLC
What will come next :\/
Oh, it's about an hour or two long tops.. It's pretty good overall even if a little too difficult just before the end..
\u0414\u043b\u044f \u0442\u0435\u0445 \u043a\u0442\u043e \u0448\u0430\u0440\u0438\u0442 \u0437\u0430
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best chinese single ARPG ever. Quite an interesting game, a lot of memories it causes, starting with mixes and ending with clan
battles. . Fun, really reminds me of Luigi's Mansion! Great game to share with kids, especially at the low price.. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Can't say I even like this with
barely any players even in the game.. Fun simple and nice little physics game. If you like Zup you'll like this too.. This game is
fun when you're bored, but it also lags a bit so it's very frustrating when you're bored.. Nice engine, I love it but it has small
flaws

-Same engine sound from the ES44DC
-No flashing ditch lights
-Wrong horn
-Bad bell

If you look past that its fine! Mods make it better anyway. The engine looks really nice on TOFC's and Stacks trains. I
recommend you to wait until it goes on sell but it's good!
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